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Abstract

The credit default swap (CDS) market plays an important role for financial institutions. This is not
only for their trading activities, but also as it provides a source of information to extract default
probabilities to be used for (counterparty) credit risk purposes, as for instance in credit valuation
adjustment calculations. Nonetheless, the number of entities for which liquid single-name CDSs are
traded is of the order of a few thousands. This requires financial institutions to employ proxy
methodologies to estimate the credit risk they face when trading with counterparties for which no
(liquid) CDSs are available in the market. In this paper, we propose and compare different
approaches to take into account counterparty-specific information in terms of rating, region, sector,
etc. at cross-sectional level to strip risk-neutral default probabilities from CDSs. This is achieved by
taking into account the intrinsic probabilistic information characterizing each CDS by means of
suitably-defined Wasserstein distances and barycenters. The results suggest that default probabilities
are likely to be overestimated if the construction of the proxy credit curves overlooks the probability
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structure underlying the CDS market, potentially resulting in a too conservative counterparty credit
risk pricing framework.

Keywords: Credit default swap; credit valuation adjustment; cross-section methodology; proxy credit
curve; Wasserstein barycenter; Wasserstein distance.

1. Introduction

In the paper at hand, we develop a novel approach for constructing proxy credit
curves from credit default swaps (CDSs) starting from the cross-section method-
ology. In particular, we investigate how to embed the concepts of Wasserstein
distance and Wasserstein barycenter between implied CDS probability distribu-
tions in a cross-sectional framework.

Credit risk and counterparty credit risk are key aspects financial institutions.
Quantifying (and, thus, risk-managing) these risks involves procedures aiming to
estimate the credit worthiness of given counterparties, which necessitate the cal-
culation of their default probabilities within the relevant portfolio-specific hor-
izons. For this reason techniques to compute the likelihood of a default given the
observable quantities available in the financial markets need to be in place. A
common procedure to estimate risk-neutral default probabilities leverages on CDS
quotes: from these observations it is possible to compute default probabilities in a
simple and nowadays practically standardized manner (White, 2014). These
probabilities are particularly important, amongst other areas, for valuation
adjustments calculations; see for instance Brigo and Pallavicini (2014) and Abbas-
Turki et al. (2018). However, the liquidity of the CDS market is often below-par
compared to that of other markets (Junge and Trolle, 2015), which makes the
estimation of default risk starting from these instruments not a straightforward
task. This is mainly due to a couple of key factors. On the one hand, at global level,
the number of counterparties for which CDS quotes are available is somewhat
limited, i.e., in the order of a couple of thousands; see Green (2016, Sec. 4.6) and
Ruiz (2015, Sec. 7.4). On the other hand, an important distinction needs to be
made between liquid and illiquid CDS names: in the former case the procedure to
compute default risk for counterparties with liquid CDSs quoted in the market is
straightforward, while in the latter case it might happen that either quoted CDSs
for the given counterparties are highly illiquid (and, as a consequence, not reliable)
or, even worse, no CDSs for the relevant names are traded in the market at all. This
is a very common situation faced by several financial institutions (especially
banks) which do business with small retail companies and enterprises, for which in
the vast majority of cases no CDSs are traded. Therefore, under these
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circumstances, procedures and methodologies need to be set up to indirectly
calculate the default probabilities for these companies.

There are procedures in place to extract the aforementioned default probabilities
in the case the relevant CDS market data is unreliable or not directly observable.
Other than mapping the illiquid counterparties to specific single-name or index
CDSs (see Green (2016, Secs. 4.6.1 and 4.6.2), respectively), the easiest way of
doing so is by means of the so-called intersection methodology (EBA, 2013) (see
also Chourdakis et al. (2013) and Sourabh et al. (2018)). This involves proxying
the unobservable quotes for a counterparty with the average of the available CDS
quotes of companies with the same characteristics (in terms of rating, region,
sector, etc.). This approach has been looked at from another angle in Michielon
et al. (2022), where the intersection methodology has been enhanced by com-
puting the Wasserstein barycenter of the probability distributions implied from the
CDSs belonging to the same bucket (i.e., with the same rating, region, sector, etc.).
Nonetheless, the intersection methodology has two drawbacks. That is, in some
cases, the number of liquid CDS quotes in a given bucket can be low or even zero,
which might make some proxy curves unreliable or, in the worse-case scenario,
impossible to compute. Further, the intersection methodology often seems to fail to
guarantee, given buckets with different ratings but the same region, sector, etc.,
that the higher the rating the lower the likelihood of default is. To remedy these
shortcomings, Chourdakis et al. (2013) propose a new approach, also known as
cross-section methodology, which assumes that a given CDS spread can be split as
the product of multiple factors (either global or depending on rating, region, sector,
etc.). These factors can be then optimally calibrated in a least-squares sense by
means of a linear regression procedure with categorical variables. From a data
perspective, the approach of Chourdakis et al. (2013) has been further extended in
Sourabh et al. (2018), where it is illustrated how to include additional information
(i.e., equity data such as returns and volatilities) in the regression equations to
further enhance the explicative power of the technique.

In this paper, we propose a hybrid calibration procedure to proxy CDS spreads.
We propose different variations for this methodology and highlight their advan-
tages and drawbacks by comparing them to the cross-section approach. We show
how, overall, the best amongst the approaches proposed in this paper shares the
main qualitative features of the cross-section methodology and, at the same time,
tends to produce lower default probabilities. This is in line with the results outlined
in Michielon et al. (2022) as far as the intersection methodology is concerned:
ignoring the structure of the probability distributions implied from CDSs might
result in overly-conservative counterparty credit risk pricing.

The main contribution of this paper is that of developing a new framework to
construct proxy credit curves starting from CDS quotes. In particular, the
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methodology proposed allows us to build credit curves by means of the Wasser-
stein barycenters of the (probability distributions implied from the) available CDS
buckets, as well as the cross-sectional information between them. The resulting
approach allows us to explicitly take into account, in a sensible and intuitive
manner, the implicit probabilistic information hidden in CDS quotes by means of
Wasserstein distances, and to easily “interpolate” this information using a simple
regression step based on categorical variables. The paper at hand clearly illustrates
how Wasserstein distances can be considered as suitable tools for modeling credit
curves and, to the best of our knowledge, it is one of the few exploring the
possibility of modeling credit risk using distances defined on probability spaces.

This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 illustrates the methodologies
currently available in the literature for proxying CDS spreads from liquid market
quotes. In Sec. 3, different novel approaches to incorporate Wasserstein distances
and barycenters within the cross-sectional framework are proposed. Further, Sec. 4
compares the different methodologies given a real market data set, while Sec. 5
concludes. In Appendix A, a remark concerning the possibility of applying the
cross-section methodology at hazard rate level is provided.

2. Literature Review

In this section, we provide an overview of the main methodologies currently
available in the literature to build proxy credit curves from CDS data. This is
necessary to make the article self-contained, as the methodologies proposed in
Sec. 3.1 are based on the main concepts that are outlined in the current section. We
highlight that, at the time of writing, the number of articles available in the literature
concerning proxying credit curves from CDSs is quite limited, as only two main
approaches are available, i.e., the intersection and the cross-section methodologies.
Section 2.1 focuses on the former, while Sec. 2.2 concerns with the latter.1

2.1. The intersection methodology

A way to construct proxy CDS curves that does not involve simply mapping
missing CDS data to that of other companies or indices is given by the so-called

1For completeness, we highlight that, in the sections that follows, default probabilities are always
calculated under risk-neutral settings and within the framework of structural credit models, to which
the specifications available in White (2014) apply. For methodologies to compare actual and risk-
neutral default probabilities the interested reader can refer, e.g., to and Heynderickx et al. (2016) and
Zou and Li (2022), while for alternative approaches to calculate hazard rates to Lee and Kuo (2015),
amongst others.
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intersection methodology (EBA, 2013). This approach suggests to bucket liquid
CDSs according to their rating, region, sector, etc. By averaging the CDS quotes in
each bucket, one can then define proxy CDS data per bucket and maturity; see also
Chourdakis et al. (2013) and Sourabh et al. (2018). This methodology is very
intuitive and easy to implement. Also, should one need to make the approach more
granular, then this could be easily achieved by considering a finer bucketing
procedure, despite this might results in more buckets with few or no observations.
Despite the simplicity of the approach, the intersection methodology exhibits two
main drawbacks, as highlighted in Sec. 3.1.

The intersection methodology has been investigated from a different angle in
Michielon et al. (2022). In particular, therein the technique is revised from a
probabilistic perspective. That is, instead of simply arithmetically averaging the
market quotes within a given bucket, proxy CDS quotes for a given group are
constructed by finding the (unique) hazard rate which defines the Wasserstein
barycenter of the probability distributions implied from the considered CDSs. In
particular, in Michielon et al. (2022) it is assumed that, for a fixed maturity, default
distributions implied from CDSs are of the form

Qð� � tÞ :¼ 1� e��t, ð1Þ
where � denotes the (random) default time of a given entity, and where � 2
ð0, þ1Þ denotes the (constant) hazard rate. A simple manner to estimate � is
given by the well-known credit triangle relationship (White, 2014), which reads

� � s
1� R

, ð2Þ

where s refers to the par spread of the CDS taken into account, while R to its
recovery rate.2

We denote with W2ðP,QÞ the square Wasserstein distance between the two
absolutely continuous probability distributions on R, i.e.,

W2ðP,QÞ :¼ inf
J2J ðP,QÞ

Z
R 2

k x� yk2 Jðdx� dyÞ
� � 1

2

,

with J ðP,QÞ denoting the set containing all the joint distributions which have P
and Q as marginals, and where k � k stands for the Euclidean norm. For more
details concerning Wasserstein distances refer, amongst others, to Villani (2003,
Sec. 7), Villani (2009, Sec. 6), or to Panaretos and Zemel (2020, Secs. 1 and 2).

2Observe that one could alternatively imply hazard rates numerically, but the credit triangle rela-
tionship (2) provides an easy approximation formula that is very useful for comparison purposes and
for the explanation of the results obtained. Therefore, this approach is followed throughout this paper
(see also Michielon et al. (2022)).
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Assume now that N CDSs with the same maturity and with spreads denoted
as s1, . . . , sN are bucketed together. The Wasserstein barycenter of the N CDS-
implied exponential distributions Q1, . . . ,QN is any probability distribution ~Q

solution of

inf
XN
i¼1

W 2
2 ðQi,QÞ: the probability distribution Q has a finite second moment

( )
:

ð3Þ
It can be proven, see Michielon et al. (2022), that the solution of (3) is unique. In
particular, it results that the unique solution of (3) is still of the form (1), and that
its hazard rate can be computed analytically by finding the minimum of

XN
i¼1

1
�i

� 1
~�

� �2

ð4Þ

with respect to ~�. This hazard rate coincides with the harmonic mean of the
implied hazard rates �1, . . . ,�N associated with Q1, . . . ,QN ; see Michielon et al.
(2022). For completeness, observe that

W 2
2 ðQi, ~QÞ ¼ 2

1
�i

� 1
~�

� �2

: ð5Þ

Assume that recovery rates within the same bucket are close to each other
(usually this is the case as CDSs belonging to the same bucket share the same
characteristics in terms of rating, region, sector, etc., and, thus, also similar re-
covery rates), and that the recovery rate for the proxy CDS is defined as their
(harmonic) average. Then, again by means of (2), it results that the proxy CDS
spread corresponding to ~� is close to the harmonic mean of the CDS spreads
s1, . . . , sN . This leads to CDS proxy spreads that are smaller than their counterparts
calculated by simply averaging the available CDS quotes within the bucket con-
sidered, as illustrated in Michielon et al. (2022), as the harmonic mean of s1, . . . , sN
is bounded from above by their arithmetic counterpart. As default probabilities are
strictly increasing with respect to CDS spreads, the intersection methodology with
Wasserstein barycenter produces in general lower default probabilities than in the
standard case.

We highlight that the idea outlined in Michielon et al. (2022) was that of
investigating how proxy credit curves (therein within the intersection approach)
can take into account the distance between the probability distributions implied by
the different CDSs. This is because just averaging CDS quotes does not explicitly
accounts for the probabilistic information between default times. In particular, in
order to do so, it is advisable to define a metric between probability distributions.
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One convenient (and nowadays very popular) choice due to its properties is the
Wasserstein distance as, e.g., it produces geodesics which are shape preserving
and, further, it takes into account the “shape” of the probability distributions
considered. These properties are not in general satisfied by other metrics, and in
Michielon et al. (2022), see Sec. 4 therein, these concepts are described and
examples are provided to endorse the choice made.

Further, we now provide some considerations concerning the intuitive inter-
pretation of the Wasserstein barycenter as highlighted in Michielon et al. (2022).
To do so, we assume to have a default time � exponentially distributed under Q
with rate parameter �. It results, given a time interval �t and assuming � “small”,
that

Qðt � � � t þ �tÞ
�t

¼ Qð� � t þ �tÞ �Qð� � tÞ
�t

� �
¼
R tþ�t
t �e��s ds

�t
� �: ð6Þ

Note that the numerator in the first member of (6) measures by how much the
default probability changes during the time interval �t. Therefore, (6) measures a
change in probability during the time frame �t, i.e., � can be intuitively interpreted
as the “default velocity”.

We take into account a very simple framework where we have only two CDSs,
denoted as CDS1 and CDS2, respectively. We also assume that both CDS1 and
CDS2 have similar specifications, i.e., that they are linked to entities with the same
rating, region, sector, etc., so that it makes sense considering CDS1 and CDS2 both
in the same bucket. We denote with s1 the CDS spread for CDS1, and with s2 the
CDS spread for CDS2 (we assume s1 6¼ s2 to avoid trivial cases). We assume that
both CDS1 and CDS2 have the same recovery rate R. Further, we approximate the
hazard rates corresponding to CDS1 and CDS2, denoted with �1 and �2, respec-
tively, by means of the credit triangle relationship (2). That is, �1 � s1

1�R, and
�2 � s2

1�R. We denote with �1 and �2 the default times linked to CDS1 and CDS2,
respectively.

We consider a fixed time�t and a sufficiently small amount �Q 2 ð0, 1Þ such that
Qð�1 � �t þ �t1Þ ¼ Qð�1 � �tÞ þ �Q and Qð�2 � �t þ �t2Þ ¼ Qð�2 � �tÞ þ �Q, for
�t1 > 0 and �t2 > 0. That is, during the time intervals �t1 and �t2 the probabilities
of default of �1 and �2 both increase by the same amount �Q, i.e., �Q represents the
change in probability for each default time during the two time frames considered.

Therefore, due to (6), it results that �t1 � �Q
�1

and �t2 � �Q
�2
. Thus, the average

default velocity of �1 and �2 results being equal to total decrease in probability
total time ¼ 2�Q

�Q
�1
þ�Q

�2

¼
2�1�2
�1þ�2

¼: ĥ, which corresponds to the harmonic mean of the default velocities

�1 and �2. Therefore, the proxy hazard rate relevant for the bucket, which is
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calculated as the harmonic mean of the relevant hazard rates, can be naturally
interpreted as “average default velocity”. We also note, see Theorems 1 and 2 in
Michielon et al. (2022), that the Wasserstein barycenter between exponential
distributions is still exponentially distributed, with rate parameter equal to the
harmonic mean of the relevant rate parameters. This makes Wasserstein distances
also convenient from a computational perspective.

2.2. The cross-section methodology

The cross-section methodology, introduced in Chourdakis et al. (2013), is based
on the idea that the logarithm of a CDS spread can be decomposed as the product
of one global and different bucket-dependent factors. These factors can then be
estimated in a least-squares sense by taking into account all the CDS spreads
available in the market simultaneously; see also Gregory (2020, Sec. 12.4.4). By
doing so, the approach by Chourdakis et al. (2013) allows to determine CDS
spreads also for buckets for which no data is directly observable in the market. The
cross-section technique has been enhanced in Sourabh et al. (2018), where equity
data is used simultaneously to credit data to take into account even more infor-
mation in the least-squares optimization procedure. We now describe the cross-
section methodology more in detail. For consistency with the rest of the paper, see
Sec. 3, in our exposition we follow a similar approach to that outlined in Sourabh
et al. (2018), but without taking into account equity data.

Assume, given a CDS dataset for a fixed maturity, that we are able to distin-
guish between NRating possible ratings, NRegion possible regions, NSector possible
sectors, and NSeniority possible seniorities. This identifies a total of NBucket :¼
NRating � NRegion � NSector � NSeniority possible rating-region-sector-seniority combina-
tions. Having defined an enumeration for the ratings, one for the regions, one for
the sectors and one for the seniorities, we fix a rating, a region, a sector and a
seniority to be used as a baseline. We are thus left with NBucket � 1 possible
combinations different from the base one. Given a total of K CDS quotes available
for a fixed maturity, denoted as s1, . . . , sK , it is assumed that, for every
i 2 f1, . . . ,Kg, the following relationship holds:

lnðsiÞ ¼ xBase0 þ
XNRating�1

j¼1

xRatingj 1jðiÞ þ
XNRegion�1

k¼1

xRegionk 1kðiÞ

þ
XNSector�1

l¼1

xSectorl 1lðiÞ þ
XNSeniority�1

m¼1

xSenioritym 1mðiÞ: ð7Þ

In (7), 1jðiÞ denotes the indicator function that equals one if the rating of the ith
CDS coincides with the jth rating, while similar conventions apply for 1kðiÞ, 1lðiÞ
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and 1mðiÞ as far as region, sector and seniority are concerned. Therefore, this
means that (7) relates to a linear regression problem involving categorical vari-
ables. For this reason, in the first of the four summations in (7), j ranges from one
to NRating � 1 rather than to NRating, and similar considerations hold for k, l, and m,

respectively. From an interpretation angle, see Sourabh et al. (2018), xBase0 can be
understood as the logarithm of the proxy spread of the base bucket, with the other
NTotal � 4 unknowns representing the changes in the logarithm when migrating
from the base bucket to a different one. Estimating the unknowns in (7) can be
done by means of a simple least-squares minimization. As we use the right-hand
side of (7) also in the rest of this paper, for conciseness and readability we define it

as �iðxÞ, where the first component of the vector x coincides with xBase0 , followed

by xRating1 , and so on until xSeniorityNSeniority�1.

The cross-section methodology provides a framework to proxy credit curves
that is very intuitive and computationally inexpensive. Therefore, for this reason,
the aim of this paper is that of extending this approach by also taking into account
the underlying probability distributions of the considered CDSs by means of
Wasserstein barycenters as per (Michielon et al., 2022).

3. Wasserstein Distances and the Cross-Section Methodology

Now that the general aspects of the cross-section methodology have been outlined
in Sec. 2.2, we describe alternative approaches allowing to embed Wasserstein
distances within this framework. In particular, we will outline three different
possibilities before providing a comparison between them in Sec. 4. For the ease of
readability and clarity, in the sections that follow we will adopt the following
convention: quantities with the tilde superscript always indicate that a bucketing
procedure has already taken place, while the absence of the tilde superscript is
used in the opposite situation.

3.1. Wasserstein cross-intersection methodology on spreads

Assume that, given the CDSs observed in the market with the same maturity, it is

possible to bucket them in NMarket
Bucket distinct rating-region-sector-seniority buckets

(in general, it holds that NMarket
Bucket � NBucket, as CDS quotes are not usually available

for every possible rating-region-sector-seniority combination). In Michielon et al.
(2022), see also Sec. 2.1, it has been described how, for each bucket, it is possible
to define the unique optimal CDS quote corresponding to the Wasserstein bar-
ycenter. This is done by reversing the credit triangle relationship (2), where the
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recovery rate therein is estimated as the (harmonic3) average of the recovery rates
of the CDSs in the bucket (later in this section an alternative approach to estimate

the recovery rate for a given bucket is illustrated). Assume that the NMarket
Bucket proxy

CDS quotes ~s1, . . . , ~sN Market
Bucket

have been defined for each of the market-observable

buckets by means of Wasserstein barycenters following the framework outlined in
Sec. 2.1. It is then assumed that, for every i 2 f1, . . . ,NBucketg, the following
relationship, like in (7), holds:

lnð~siÞ ¼ �iðxÞ: ð8Þ
We point out that also appropriate recovery rates need to be calculated. Oth-

erwise, unless default values are assigned to them, it would not be possible to strip
credit curves solely from the spreads. Therefore, in order to do so, observe that
given a recovery rate R 2 ð0, 1Þ, then �lnðRÞ 2 ð0, þ1Þ.4 Hence, a similar ap-
proach to that just outlined can be followed to proxy recovery rates by substituting
the opposite of the logarithm of the ith (harmonically) averaged recovery rate ~Ri in
an expression as (8). This time, however, one needs to be aware that the regressed
variables still need to be positive, otherwise negative recovery rates could be
calculated. For this reason, it is needed to either perform a constrained regression
where the components of x have to be positive or, otherwise, to perform an
unconstrained regression and to eventually floor the negative recovery rates (if
any) with a reasonable positive constant. Note that, as the step to perform the
regression on the recovery rates should be performed before the regression on
spreads takes place, the regression on recovery rates can potentially also be per-
formed without taking into account any bucketing.5

3.2. Wasserstein cross-intersection methodology on hazard rates

We have assumed, throughout this paper, that the default probability distribution
implied from a CDS is of the form (1). Therefore, the survival probability implied

3In Michielon et al. (2022), it is shown that considering the arithmetic average rather than the
harmonic one has a negligible impact on the magnitude of the proxy CDS quotes constructed.
Notwithstanding, as here we are dealing with the averaging of (recovery) rates, the choice of the
harmonic average seems the natural one to consider.
4By considering R 2 ð0, 1Þ we assume that it is not possible to recover all the notional given a default
and, further, that always at least a (very) small fraction of the invested notional, which corresponds to
a small R, can be recovered if a default event is triggered.
5Observe that, in principle, one can also perform an unconstrained regression after having trans-
formed the (potentially harmonically-averaged) hazard rates by means of the map such that
x 7! � lnð1x � 1Þ, or by any other function that maps ð0, 1Þ to ð�1, þ1Þ in a smooth and strictly
increasing manner, as for instance via the trigonometric functions such that x 7! cotð�xÞ or x 7!
tanð�ðx� 1

2ÞÞ, to name but a few.
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by means of Wasserstein barycenters for the ith bucket, see Sec. 2.1, is given by

Qð~� i > tÞ ¼ e�~� it:

We can assume that, for every i 2 f1, . . . ,NBucketg, the following relationship holds:
~�i ¼ �iðxÞ:

Also in this case, a procedure as that outlined in Sec. 3.1 should be followed to
compute proxy recovery rates for each bucket. Note that, as hazard rates need to be
positive, then either a constrained regression should be performed, or the computed
hazard rates should be properly floored in the case of negative regressed quantities.

3.3. Global Wasserstein distance optimization

We now look at the cross-section methodology from a different angle compared to
Secs. 3.1 and 3.2. That is, we consider all the K CDS quotes available for the
chosen maturity simultaneously. Here, no preliminary bucketing takes place. By
considering the flat hazard rate hypothesis (1), we assume that the default distri-
bution implied from the ith CDS can be written as

Qð�i � tÞ :¼ 1� e�ð�RatingðiÞþ�RegionðiÞþ�SectorðiÞþ�SeniorityðiÞÞt, ð9Þ
where the subscript RatingðiÞ denotes the rating of the ith CDS, RegionðiÞ its
region, and so forth. Note that if we consider four independent exponentially
distributed random variable with rate parameters �RatingðiÞ, �RegionðiÞ, �SectorðiÞ, and
�SeniorityðiÞ, respectively, then their minimum is still exponentially distributed with
rate parameter given by the sum �RatingðiÞ þ �RegionðiÞ þ �SectorðiÞ þ �SeniorityðiÞ.
Therefore, (9) can be interpreted as the probability distribution that corresponds to
the “first-to-default” among the four aforementioned independent exponential
random variables. Given the implied probability distribution Qi of the ith CDS
calculated from the market data assuming a flat hazard rate, we denote with Q�

i its
counterpart defined via (9). For every quoted CDS with distribution Qi and flat
hazard rate �i we can then calculate, via (5) (see also Michielon et al. (2022) for
further details), the amount

W 2
2 ðQi,Q

�
i Þ ¼ 2

1
�i

� 1
�RatingðiÞ þ �RegionðiÞ þ �SectorðiÞ þ �SeniorityðiÞ

 !2

: ð10Þ

Thereafter, one can attempt to minimize the aggregate amount

1
2

XK
i¼1

W 2
2 ðQi,Q

�
i Þ ð11Þ
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with respect to the NTotal :¼ NRating þ NRegion þ NSector þ NSeniority hazard rates (see
(4)). Note, however, that (11) is not strictly convex, as the function f ðxÞ :¼
ð1� � 1

xÞ2 has zero second derivative at 3
2 �. Therefore, the existence of a unique

global minimum for (11) is in principle not necessarily guaranteed. Also, note that
for common datasets there will be several CDS which share similar features (e.g.,
they might have the rating and different region, sector and seniority, etc.). This
obviously means that equations of the form (10) are not, irrespectively on i,
independent from each other. Thus, this implies that finding the minimum (or
minima) of (11) analytically is not possible in general and, therefore, numerical
techniques should be employed in this respect. As the uniqueness of a global
minimum for (11) is not guaranteed, one would need to properly assess which area
of the domain of the function to be minimized should be taken into account for the
optimization procedure. This suggests, therefore, the use of stochastic optimization
algorithms as Basin-hopping (Wales and Doye, 1997) or Dual Annealing (Xiang
et al., 2013), at least to determine a sensible estimate for the initial point for the
minimization of (11). As a consequence, given the high number of parameters
involved in the optimization, we now propose a modified version of the optimi-
zation problem (11) to guarantee strict convexity.

Given � > 0 small and fixed a priori, define the function

g�
� ðxÞ :¼

f ðxÞ ifx � 3
2
�� �,

f
3
2
�� �

� �
þ f 0

3
2
�� �

� �
x� 3

2
�þ �

� �

þ f 00
3
2
�� �

� �
x� 3

2
�þ �

� �2

if x >
3
2
�� �

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

, ð12Þ

i.e., g�
� ð � Þ coincides with f ð � Þ until just before its inflection point, and afterwards

it coincides with its second-order Taylor approximation. By construction, this
function is twice continuously differentiable and strictly convex on the positive real
line. We can therefore consider, once a fixed value for � has been chosen, instead
of (11) its approximated counterpart given by

XK
i¼1

g�i
�

1
�RatingðiÞ þ �RegionðiÞ þ �SectorðiÞ þ �SeniorityðiÞ

 !
: ð13Þ

We now show that the alternative function to be minimized, i.e., (13), is strictly
convex on ð0, þ1ÞNTotal .

Theorem 1. The function (13) is strictly convex on ð0, þ1ÞNTotal .
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Proof. Fix an index i and observe that the map �i : ð0, þ1ÞNTotal ! ð0, þ1Þ
such that �ið¸Þ :¼ �RatingðiÞ þ �RegionðiÞ þ �SectorðiÞ þ �SeniorityðiÞ is linear. Given � 2
[0, 1] and ¸� and ¸� in ð0, þ1ÞNTotal , it results that

g�
� � �ið�¸� þ ð1� �Þ¸�Þ ¼ g�

� ð�ið�¸� þ ð1� �Þ¸�Þ
¼ g�

� ð��ið¸�Þ þ ð1� �Þ�ið¸�ÞÞ (14)

< �g�
� ð�ið¸�ÞÞ þ ð1� �Þg�

� ð�ið¸�ÞÞ
¼ �g�

� � �ið¸�Þ þ ð1� �Þg�
� � �ið¸�Þ, ð15Þ

where equality (14) comes from the linearity of �ið � Þ, while the strict inequality in
(15) is a consequence of the strict convexity of g�

� ð�Þ. Recalling that the sum of
strictly convex functions is still strictly convex, if follows that (13) is strictly
convex on its (convex) domain ð0, þ1ÞNTotal .

We highlight that, from a practical perspective, it is not necessary to perform a
minimization for each variable in (13) on the whole positive line, as setting a suffi-
ciently large upper bound suffices. This is because, despite in principle hazard rates
can reach extremely large values in ð0, þ1Þ, in practice this is usually not the case.
For example, on 12 September 2008 for Lehman Brothers, just before its bankruptcy
was announced on 14 September 2008, the implied hazard rate for its one-year CDS
was of the order of 230,000 bps while the other hazard rates corresponding to longer-
dated maturities were all below 10,000 bps; see Brigo et al. (2010). Also note that, for
close-to-default names, often in practice no proxy CDS curves are calculated, and
more conservative approaches are used, instead. Therefore, minimizing (13) can be
performed on a suitable compact set of ð0, þ1ÞNTotal , which guarantees existence
and unicity of a global minimum in virtue of Theorem 1. The fact that it is possible to
approximate the minimum of (11) by minimizing (13) by means of a twice contin-
uously differentiable function guarantees that quasi-Newton methods such that the
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (Press et al., 2007, Sec. 10.9), often used in
financial practical applications, can be employed directly. Note that there are other
minimization techniques that can be used as, for instance, the Powell’s method (Press
et al., 2007, Sec. 10.7). For more details about optimization methods used in different
financial applications, the interested reader can refer to Cornujols et al. (2018).6

4. Comparison of the Different Methodologies

In this section, we provide a comparison between the different methodologies
proposed in this paper to assess how they perform and compare with each other

6Observe that many optimization algorithms are nowadays available in standard libraries for various
programming languages as, e.g., QuantLib (www.quantlib.org), or SciPy (www.scipy.org).
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under real market circumstances. Before doing so in Sec. 4.2, we describe the data
preprocessing steps we have followed in Sec. 4.1.

4.1. Data preprocessing

The data preprocessing steps we have followed are quite similar to those con-
sidered in Sourabh et al. (2018). As CDS quotes that are related to the “CCC” or
“D” rating are often not reliable or simply not available, we exclude those ratings
from the dataset. Further, we only consider, as regions, “Asia”, “Europe” and
“North America”, and label the remaining ones as “Other”. For “Europe” we
consider only CDSs in EUR currency, while for all the other regions we only
consider USD CDSs, as they are more liquid. As far as the sector is concerned, we
remove all the “Government” quotes, since there seems to be evidence that those
should be analyzed separately; see Longstaff et al. (2011) and Pan and Singleton
(2008). We also label the “Basic materials”, “Consumer services”, “Energy”,
“Industry”, “Technology” and “Telecommunication services” sectors as “Cycli-
cal”, while “Consumer goods”, “Healthcare”, “Utilities” as “Noncyclical”.7 The
“Financials” sector is left unchanged. The choices and mappings for the ratings,
regions, sectors and seniorities have been summarized in Table 1, for convenience.
The mapping performed allows to define six possible ratings, six possible regions,
three possible sectors and two possible seniorities, leading to a total of 144
buckets. We also keep a distinction between senior and subordinated credit, and
we remove all the CDS quotes with spread larger than 1,000 bps. Further, we only
take into account CDS names for which data was provided by at least two market
participants.

4.2. Results

Before providing a comparison between the different methodologies outlined in
this paper, we introduce some abbreviations for the ease of clarity and readability.
In particular, we refer to the cross-section methodology described in Sec. 2.2 as
CSM, to the Wasserstein cross-intersection methodology on spreads of Sec. 3.1 as
WCIMS, to the Wasserstein cross-intersection methodology on hazard rates of
Sec. 3.2 as WCIMHR and, further, to the global Wasserstein distance optimization
methodology of Sec. 3.3 as GWDOM. Further, again for comprehensibility pur-
poses, if the approach outlined in Sec. 3.1 is applied to the arithmetically-averaged

7We recall that cyclical and noncyclical sectors refer, in this case, to how correlated the credit quality
of a given entity is with the relevant macroeconomic factors: cyclical sectors are closely related to the
current economic trend, while the opposite holds for the noncyclical ones.
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Table 1. The mapping performed in terms of rating, region, sector and
seniority for the datasets considered in this paper. The dash symbol
“���” means that all the CDSs linked to that category have been re-
moved from the dataset: the left column collects the raw labels, while
the right one contains the preprocessed ones.

From To

AAA AAA
AA AA
A A

Rating BBB BBB
BB BB
B B

CCC ���
D

Asia Asia

Europe Europe

North America North America

Africa
Region Eastern Europe

India
Latin America Other
Middle East
Oceania
Offshore

Basic materials
Consumer services

Energy Cyclical
Industrials
Technology

Sector Telecommunications services

Consumer goods
Healthcare Noncyclical
Utilities

Financials Financials

Government ���

Seniority
Senior Senior

Subordinated Subordinated
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CDS quotes for each observable bucket (i.e., the standard intersection methodol-
ogy is applied before the regression takes place), then we name this variation as
average cross-intersection methodology on spreads, and refer to it as ACIMS. This
last approach will be solely used in this section for benchmarking purposes with
the WCIMS.

As a first step in our analysis, we start by considering the CSM given the
dataset taken into account and the preprocessing of the data outlined in Sec. 4.1. In
particular, for comparison purposes we consider the spreads computed for the base
bucket using the CSM during the yearly period considered in this paper. Moreover,
keeping region, sector and seniority unchanged, we consider all the possible rat-
ings, and depict the results in Fig. 1. As expected, Fig. 1 illustrates how the CSM
properly differentiates amongst ratings, in the sense that to lower (higher) CDS
spreads correspond higher (lower) ratings.

As a second step, as this will be useful for benchmarking purposes, we im-
plement the ACIMS. We do this as, by the results available in Michielon et al.
(2022), see also Sec. 2.1, the proxy spreads generated by means of Wasserstein
barycenters should be lower than their counterparts computed by averaging the
spreads in each bucket. Therefore, we would overall expect a similar behavior also
in the cases considered here when the regression takes place. For the base bucket,
and keeping its region, sector and seniority fixed while varying the rating, we
obtain the results illustrated in Fig. 2. Also in this case, in line with what observed
in Fig. 1, we see a clear distinction between ratings, with the expected

Fig. 1. Proxy CDS spreads computed using the CSM, given different ratings, for the base bucket
during the time period spanning from 1 November 2020 to 1 November 2021.
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monotonicity property being accurately reflected in the graphs, that is, to higher
(lower) ratings correspond lower (higher) credit spreads.

We now analyze the approach proposed in Sec. 3.1, i.e., the WCIMS. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.

As expected, in this case, we obtain proxy spreads which are below their
counterparts depicted in Fig. 2. We also recall that, once proxy spreads are
computed with the WCIMS, then in order to imply proxy credit curves, proxy

Fig. 2. Proxy CDS spreads computed using the ACIMS, given different ratings, for the base bucket
during the time period spanning from 1 November 2020 to 1 November 2021.

Fig. 3. Proxy CDS spreads computed using the WCIMS, given different ratings, for the base bucket
during the time period spanning from 1 November 2020 to 1 November 2021.
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recovery rates are also necessary. For this reason, as outlined in Sec. 3.1, we have
proposed different approaches (which share the same base rationale) for doing so.
We provide Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for two examples. As expected, the regressed
recovery rates all have an order of magnitude neighboring 40%. Also, as it can be
seen for instance in Varna et al. (2003), in practice there is not always monoto-
nicity in recovery rates with respect to ratings (i.e., higher credit ratings are
expected to have higher recovery rates), which is what we can see in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b) (despite regressing without harmonically averaging the recovery rates
first, see Fig. 4(b), produces results which better satisfy the monotonicity with
respect to ratings compared to Fig. 4(a)). For additional details concerning the link
between ratings and recovery rates refer, e.g., to Altman et al. (2005).

The results of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) indicate that, ball-park, just always using a
recovery rate of 40% would be, in practice, an acceptable choice. In order to assess
the impact on proxy default probabilities of a 40% recovery rate rather than any
of the other values observed in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we consider a CDS belonging
to the base bucket. For each of the dates in the period taken into account, we
calculate the default probability for the relevant entity within a five-year horizon.
The results are available in Fig. 5.

It is a well-known fact that default probabilities are not very sensitive to the
value chosen for the recovery rate, and this is confirmed by Fig. 5. Figure 4(a)
indicates that the uncertainty in recovery rate values is of the order of 4%, while
Fig. 4(b) seems to indicate a slightly lower uncertainty, of the order of a couple of
percentage points. Taking into account recovery rates which differ from the
somewhat standard value of 40% as done in Fig. 5 results in default probabilities

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Proxy recovery rates computed using the cross-intersection methodology for recovery rates
available in Sec. 3.1 (based on regressing minus the logarithms of the recovery rates) with and
without harmonically averaging the recovery rates before performing the regression, given different
ratings, for the base bucket during the time period spanning from 1 November 2020 to 1 November
2021; see panels (a) and (b), respectively.
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which do not differ much more than 1%. Given that recovery rates are not quoted,
simply using the (often) commonly-used value of 40% seems a justified choice
from a practitioner’s angle in this respect.

We now show how the proxy CDS spreads for the base bucket look like if
they are proxied by means of the WCIMHR. The results are shown in Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b), which display a similar behavior.

We observe that the WCIMHR seems to perform less well than the
WCIMS. In particular, the WCIMHR fails to properly distinguish between the top
three investment-grade ratings. For the remaining three ratings, the results seem slightly
more conservative than their counterparts in Fig. 3, and the monotonicity property

Fig. 5. Five-year default probabilities from an entity belonging to the base bucket during the time
period spanning from 1 November 2020 to 1 November 2021 calculated using different recovery rates.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Proxy CDS spreads computed using the WCIMHR with and without constraints to guarantee
positiveness, given different ratings, for the base bucket during the time period spanning from 1
November 2020 to 1 November 2021; see panels (a) and (b), respectively.
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with respect to the ratings remains satisfied in this case. Note that, when con-
straints to guarantee the positiveness of the hazard rates are imposed as in Fig. 6(a)
(otherwise, this might in principle produce negative hazard rates), having the
regression coefficients less degrees of freedom causes the results to be less accurate
in the area where the spreads are small (i.e., for entities with high credit worthi-
ness), as in this case we are close to the boundary with zero. This is confirmed by
the fact that, for lower credit ratings, the distinction between credit spreads linked
to different ratings is crystal clear and, ballpark, in line with what observed in
Fig. 3. If the constraints are removed, see Fig. 6(b), the distinction between the
three top ratings is clearer than in Fig. 6(a), but the desirable monotonicity
property is not always guaranteed. We highlight that recovery rates are not market-
observable quantities, and that the same applies to hazard rates. Therefore, as it is
also suggested by Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) compared to Fig. 3, the choice of the
WCIMHR would be sub-optimal compared to the WCIMS.

We now look at the third option analyzed in this paper, i.e., the GWDOM. In
particular, we look at this approach from two angles, i.e., by means of performing
the minimization of (11) directly, but also by considering its approximated
counterpart (13). The results, in terms of hazard rates, are depicted in Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b), respectively.

First of all, we notice how, for investment-grade ratings, approaching the op-
timization problem in its original form (11) or via its approximation (13) produce
similar results. This means that setting up the approximated error function (12)
(here, we have chosen � equal to 1bp) produces results in line with expectations.
We notice in the results outlined in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) that the hazard rates are
monotonic with respect to the rating, expect for the “B” and “BB” cases. Here, the
approximated approach (13) seems to perform slightly better than its counterpart

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Proxy CDS spreads computed using the GWDOM in its original form (11) and via its
approximation (13), given different ratings, for the base bucket during the time period spanning from
1 November 2020 to 1 November 2021; see panels (a) and (b), respectively.
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(11). Nonetheless, we note that in both cases, and independently on the credit
worthiness level, the trend of the hazard rates exhibits some evident sawtooth
patterns. This is due to the fact that both optimization problems require several
parameters to be estimated and, therefore, seem to be quite sensitive to the market
data used as input. We observe this especially for the worst two ratings where, due
to the data containing CDS quotes of badly-rated entities, the results show even
less smooth features. Therefore, despite sound from a theoretical perspective, the
GWDOM seems to underperform compared to both the WCIMS and the
WCIMHR. We also empathize that the GWDOM is computationally much more
intensive than the other two.

From the analysis we have carried out in this section, we can conclude that
amongst the three approaches analyzed, the WCIMS clearly outperforms the other
two. Therefore, we make a final comparison between the WCIMS and the CSM. In
particular, for all the 144 possible buckets that can be defined given the choices
and mappings described in Table 1, we plot the proxy spreads for the time period
considered. The results are illustrated in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively.

We first highlight how both methodologies provide stable results for all the
buckets with the same qualitative features (i.e., curve shapes). This also illustrates
the robustness of the methodology originally proposed in Chourdakis et al. (2013)
and further enhanced in Sourabh et al. (2018). We observe that the WCIMS
produces, for rating, region, sector and seniority where CDS spreads are high,
hazard rates that are below those of their counterparts calculated using the
CSM. For combinations where, on the other hand, CDS are low, the two
approaches tend to be closer to each other, or the other relationship might hold.
This is because, as far as the intercept of the model is concerned, the CSM is

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Proxy CDS spreads computed using the WCIMHR with and without constraints to guarantee
positiveness, given different ratings, for the base bucket during the time period spanning from 1
November 2020 to 1 November 2021; see panels (a) and (b), respectively.
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consistent with the average of the (log) CDS spreads observed, while the WCIMS
with the mean of the (log) harmonic averages of the bucketed spreads. This means
that, in the WCIMS, lower weights (higher) are given to high (low) credit spreads.
During the time frame taken into consideration, on average approximately 77% of
the curves produced by the WCIMS are below their counterparts constructed by
means of the CSM, with a standard deviation of roughly 3%.

As an example, we consider the second highest curves in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). In
the former case, at the beginning of the period, the CDS spread is approximately
1,600 bps, while in the second case it is roughly 1,000 bps. In the first case, by
using the credit triangle relationship (2) and considering a recovery rate of 40%, it
results that the hazard rate approximately equals 2,777 bps, while in the second
case it roughly equals 1,667 bps. These hazard rates lead to five-year default
probabilities of approximately 74% and 57%. However, for lower CDS spreads the
magnitude of the differences between hazard rates would be milder, if not slightly
lower in the case the CSM is used, in some cases.

5. Conclusion

The main contribution available in this paper is the development of a novel
methodology for constructing proxy credit curves starting from observable CDS
market quotes. In particular, we have investigated three possible approaches
to take into account the default probability structure of CDSs within the cross-
sectional framework of Chourdakis et al. (2013) and Sourabh et al. (2018), with
the addition of explicitly including probability-related considerations by means of
Wasserstein distances. Amongst the three possibilities envisaged, we have assessed
how regressing proxy CDS spreads computed by means of Wasserstein bar-
ycenters for the observable buckets, in order to interpolate and extrapolate the
available information to the empty buckets as well, seems to be the best strategy to
follow. We have compared this methodology to the cross-section approach and
observed that, in line with Michielon et al. (2022), neglecting the default proba-
bility distribution of the underlying CDSs might lead to overestimating credit risk.
The analysis performed on the chosen methodology also confirms how stable,
robust and flexible the cross-section methodology of Chourdakis et al. (2013) and
Sourabh et al. (2018) is. By means of the hybrid curve construction framework
outlined in the article at hand we have shown how Wasserstein distances can be
employed to model default risk, and this hopefully paves the way to further
developments towards this direction.
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Appendix A. The Cross-Section Methodology on Hazard Rates

In Sec. 2.2, the basic features of the cross-section methodology (Chourdakis et al.,
2013; Sourabh et al., 2018) have been highlighted. Despite this paper dealing with
the cross-section methodology from a different angle (i.e., by employing
Wasserstein distances and barycenters), we want to highlight that, even if the
regression equations in (7) are based on the logarithms of the CDS spreads, one
could look at this approach from an hazard rate perspective. That is, one could
reinterpret (7) by considering, for every i 2 f1, . . . ,Kg, a relationship of the form

�i ¼ �iðxÞ, ðA:1Þ
where each hazard rate is computed by means of the credit triangle (2).8 Also in
this case, due to the fact that the regressed hazard rates are expected to be positive,
one could either impose the regression coefficients to be positive a priori, or floor
the results, if needed, by a sufficiently small positive constant. By also regressing
for every i 2 f1, . . . ,Kg the recovery rates in a similar manner as Sec. 3.1 outlines,
one could then employ the credit triangle (2) again to back out the proxy CDS
spreads. For completeness, in Figs. A.1(a) and A.1(b), we illustrate how the proxy
CDS spreads will look like in this case.

As Fig. A.1(a) shows, restraining the regression coefficients to be positive
imposes too strict conditions on the regression results, leading to the ratings equal
to “A” or better to be almost indistinguishable from each other (a similar behavior
has been observed in Fig. 6(a)). On the other hand, not imposing the constrains (in

8As an additional variation, one could also perform the regression on the logarithms of the hazard
rates.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Proxy CDS spreads computed by applying the cross-section methodology to hazard rates
with and without constraints to guarantee positiveness, given different ratings, for the base bucket
during the time period spanning from 1 November 2020 to 1 November 2021; see panels (a) and (b),
respectively.
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this case it is not flooring of the regressed variables is needed) allows to clearly
distinguish amongst all the ratings and, in addition, to guarantee the desired
monotonicity property with respect to the credit worthiness. We also observe that
regressing at hazard rate level results in proxy CDS spreads that are more con-
servative than their counterparts calculated using the cross-section methodology
depicted in Fig. 1. Also in this case, we highlight that recovery rates are derived
quantities and, therefore, they are not quoted (and the same applies to hazard
rates). So, despite in this case the regression methodology applied to hazard rates
provides stable results which are monotonic with respect to credit ratings,
regressing the spreads directly (which are observable) should still be the preferred
choice.
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